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The author of the best-selling Eat Right 4 (for) Your Type draws on the principles of his popular
diet program to describe how individualized dietary programs--based on one's blood type--can
help readers battle the painful signs and debilitating symptoms of arthritis--including arthritis
rheumatoid, osteoarthritis, and additional inflammatory diseases. 10,000 first printing.
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Why Don't Doctors FIND OUT ABOUT This? I have read some of Peter D'Adamo's books and was
convinced but just half heartedly tried the principles. Recently I was identified as having Arthritis
therefore purchased this book and was motivated to give it an excellent 'go'.Discomfort used to
maintain me awake at night but no more. After only a few months the pain can be negligible, and
I am in a position to go back to my sport. My next step was a pain clinic. Though it is not
approved by the FDA there is validity in third , type of considering. My husband is a different
bloodstream type, but recipes have not been difficult to work out, especially with the help of the
D'Adamo site.To start with, you have to cut away foods you really like, but after some time, can
gradually add them back in, if indeed they don't affect you adversely.The rewards are really worth
the 'pain' of disciplining yourself to resist temptation. ATP USMC Great book! I am spreading this
book title like a new religion. I'd rather die then quit a big mug of brewed coffee laced with
International Hazelnut Cream very first thing in the morning hours. I could actually walk up the
stairs just like a normal person and carry the laundry basket. I possibly could put socks on each
morning when I acquired up.. I would wake up crying happy tears that I had not been in pain any
more! D’Adamo’s Blood Type Diet. I purchased this publication for my neurosurgeon who gave up
on me. Captain K.An excellent side benefit may be the loss of 9kgs. I love his work. Personally i
think like I'm twenty years old again!L. Provide it two months and watch your complete life
modification for the better. I have degenerative disc disease, horrific arthritis, and I've had 4 back
again surgeries.it is the best I've felt in years! as a Marine I did so enough of that boring crap.
There must be something to the blood type idea. That is a must-have reference for devotees of
Dr. D'Adamo Eat 4 your bloodstream type (I'm type "O") changed my entire life and the lives of
many professional pilots I've educated for many years. His books are scientific not "professional
opinions or diet plans" Each year I pass rigorous FAA medical examinations and also send letters
from my Docs who condition, in writing" they have never seen a 79 year old in my incredible
health. I really do no regular exercise, as a Marine I did enough of that boring crap. I weighed 145
lbs, a grunt feather merchant at 17 in the early 1950's. I weigh 154 lbs today and thanks to Dr.
D'Adamo am a lean Marine fighting machine. Keep it simple. Simply suck it up (I thought
existence was over quitting Chicago Pizza, Hebrew dill pickles, my much loved potatoes and corn
for rice and giving up other "Avoid" items which I loved while these were gradually killing me. You
will not notice anything because you under no circumstances did anything such as this before..
For five times AND nights don't drink or eat ANTHING LISTED TO AVOID.)if I am a guest I'll eat
what they serve, the books say you shouldn't be a fanatic. On the sixth time eat any damn matter
you wish all day. The suggestions in this book helped with my osteoarthritis pain.!! Like crap. I
followed the O diet program and within 2 weeks I possibly could walk upstairs without 2 hands
on the railing taking one step at a time..P. For me, my own "truth" is, DOES IT WORK? Eat 4 your
bloodstream type is not up for debate it is scientific FACT, blood is tested also to AVOID food
causes my immune system (My white cells were all trained by Marines plus they don't negotiate
they see the enemy and kill it with no rules of engagement. The problem is with bad meals they
don't see an anemy..) Organs (cancer). It is advisable to buy his publication and try it for 5 times
AND nights. There is nothing more he could do.9 oz bottle of water hoping your body won't
notice. This reserve is for anyone who includes a debilitating arthritis. THIS REALLY WORKS! Dr.
It has been a miracle for me personally. It reduces the Beneficial and Neutral categories into
Super Beneficial and Beneficial; Very great guidelines for what and what never to eat Very great
guidelines for what and what never to eat. Would have loved to complete reading the book,
however the paperback itself was old and the smell so overwhelmingly musty/moldy that I had to
throw it out. We have different bloodstream types, so I frequently refer to it. When you obtain this



book, make sure to read the 40 webpages in the front. The recommendations in this book helped
with my osteoarthritis pain . After, I chug a 16.. You will awaken we with a "hangover" that will
feel like the way you used to wake up! Try it and find if itwill help you too. Very educational
book... Since doing the diet, my arthritis has not flared up Condition of paperback not suitable for
those with allergies. Very beneficial book. I have been following the Blood Type diet plan and I
have already been losing around 1lb weekly. I feel and look fit and may heartily recommend
following program. An interesting concept This was something I tried and was sad there wasn't
much out there I could eat. BUT. They need to attack something therefore they go for the brain
(MS? I don't limp funny any more when I walk.. Please understand this even for a loved one who
is suffering with arthritis.! I weighed 145 lbs I'm a 79 calendar year old airline certified regular
airline flight instructor. Neutral: Allowed Regularly and Neutral: Allowed Infrequently.. This
reserve sits out in a prominent place inside our kitchen where I can make reference to it often. On
occasion I will simply savor Papa Murphy's Pizza and inform my body ,"okay this won't eliminate
you just do your damn work". I have been following the Blood . Great details, but hard to practice
Great information,but hard to apply. I have no more pain. Book Great information very useful.
Sick and tired of the Pain? Three Stars To much reading and too small of print. With the Diet for
Your Type, you get the benefits of balancing all kinds of things like blood circulation pressure,
cholesterol, and sugar levels. This reserve goes one step additional and explains how to alter
your diet to lower the inflammation amounts in your body which trigger arthritis and the
discomfort from it. Easy too read and use.
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